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Summary: Though, traditionally, electrophysiological recordings have been limited to provide temporal information on neural activity, the develop-
ment of mathematical algorithms capable of solving the inverse problem is facilitating, in recent years, the access to spatial information (i.e., on the ori-
gin of neural activation). This study explored a new strategy in order to increase the reliability of inverse problem solutions: applying these algorithms
on factor scores (and not on voltages), a parameter that can be defined as "clean amplitude". Factor scores derive from Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) applied to event-related potentials (ERPs). The main advantage of PCA is its capability to extract and quantify ERP components free of the influ-
ence of adjacent or subjacent components. The LORETA algorithm for source localization was applied on peak voltage, average voltage and factor
scores for the motor potential recorded from 25 subjects, who had to repeatedly press a button with their right hand. The solutions given by LORETA
in these three modalities were compared. The motor potential, a negative wave that begins just before any voluntary movement and is centrally dis-
tributed in the scalp, is particularly useful to the scope of this study, since its origin is known: contralateral motor cortex. Results show that the three
modalities (peak voltage, mean voltage and factor scores) provided the same main focus (left motor cortex), though the "cleanest" solution (i.e., the
main focus was more salient with respect to other secondary, noisy foci) was achieved by the factor score-based LORETA.
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Introduction
Historically, the information provided by

non-invasive electrophysiological recordings has been
circumscribed to time: they provide exact information on
the precise moment in which neural processes occur
(both the latency and the duration of these processes).
Though no other cerebral signals exist that provide better
time-related information on neural processes, it must be
recognized that electrophysiological recordings have

traditionally failed in providing precise information on
space (i.e., where the neural activity is produced), which
is also very important for psychophysiology and cogni-
tive neuroscience.

In the last few years, the development of algorithms
of increasing mathematical sophistication capable of
solving the "inverse problem" is making possible that,
along with temporal information, non-invasive
electrophysiological recordings provide spatial informa-
tion on the cerebral origin of the recorded activity. The
"inverse problem" refers to the task of deducing from the
scalp-recorded electrical activity where in the brain this
activity is originated (i.e., deducing the origin from the
traces). Algorithms designed to solve the inverse prob-
lem are applied on direct (or filtered) voltage values of
event-related potential (ERP) components (for defini-
tions of "ERP" and "components" see, e.g., Fabiani et al.
2000). Calculating the solution to the inverse problem
has several difficulties. One of them is physical: neural
structures surrounding those eliciting the activity, the
meninges, the skull, and the scalp, alter the electrical
propagation. And some other difficulties are related to
the employed methodology.

Two strategies are usually employed: introducing
the peak voltage in the analyses (i.e., the most positive
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discrete value of voltage in positive deflections or the
most negative discrete value of voltage in negative de-
flections), or introducing the average voltage value
within an interval of time (or "window") that "represents"
or includes the most prominent part of the deflection.
This second procedure is, a priori, better than the first,
since the single peak voltage may be artificially increased
or decreased by noise (e.g., spontaneous brain activity,
external noise, etc.), and, consequently, solutions given
by source localization algorithms may be more deviated.
Noise is neutralized, at least partially, when voltages
within a representative window are averaged.

However, both methods suffer from an important
problem that may also alter the inverse problem solu-
tions: the computation of voltage amplitudes (peak or av-
erage) made on ERP deflections may not correspond to
actual components or neural processes. As recently indi-
cated by a committee of ERP-methodology experts
struck by the Society for Psychophysiological Research,
"there is no a priori reason to believe that interesting as-
pects of cerebral processing would be reflected in these
positive and negative [voltage] maxima; more complex
analyses (e.g., Principal Component Analyses) are often
performed in an attempt to obtain some better index of
the psychophysiological processes" (Picton et al. 2000, p.
141). The fact that the determination of windows for volt-
age computation is usually based on the visual inspec-
tion of grand averages worsens the problem, since it is a
well-known fact that grand averages sometimes "hide"
some individual deflections and some others alter their
actual latency (e.g., Donchin and Heffley 1978; Chapman
and McCrary 1995).

Indeed, it has been repeatedly recommended that the
detection and quantification of ERP components should
be carried out through Principal Components Analysis
(PCA): see, for example, Chapman and McCrary (1995);
Coles et al. (1986); Donchin and Heffley (1978); Fabiani et
al. (1987). The main advantage of PCA, which has often
been used in ERP research, is that it presents each compo-
nent with its "clean" shape, extracting and quantifying it
free of the influences of adjacent or subjacent compo-
nents. The parameter in which components or factors are
quantified by PCA is named "factor scores". Factor scores,
which may be therefore considered as "clean amplitudes",
constitute a transformation of original voltages. Basically,
factor scores result from the products of original voltage
points by factor coefficients. Factor coefficients reflect the
extent of the association of a particular voltage point with
a particular component (for details, see Dillon and
Goldstein 1984; Cliff 1987; Donchin and Heffley 1978;
Chapman and McCrary 1995).

Though obviously the introduction of factor scores
instead of voltages in source localization procedures
should be particularly useful in those ERP components

altered or hidden in grand averages but detected by
PCA, the best way to demonstrate the suitability of this
strategy is to show its advantages even in components
that are apparently well reflected in grand averages and
in single ERPs. Additionally, there is no way to compare
both strategies, voltage- and factor score-based source
localization, if the former is not possible because the
studied component is not visible in grand averages. We
will employ the Low-Resolution Electromagnetic To-
mography (LORETA) algorithm (Pascual-Marqui et al.
1994; Pascual-Marqui 1999) to calculate the cerebral ori-
gin of scalp-recorded electrical activity, though the pro-
posed methodology is applicable to any other algorithm.
Thus, our strategy will be to record the brain activity in
response to a simple task (pressing a button) which elicits
a known component (motor potential or MP). MP is a
part of the complex of ERP components that precede vol-
untary movements (Deecke and Kornhuber 1977). These
components have a known and single origin, the
contralateral motor cortex (Lang et al. 1991; Jankelowitz
and Colebatch 2002; Kunieda et al. 2002; Zimine et al.
2002). Particularly, the MP is maximal at Cz, over the
supplementary motor area, and consists of a negative
wave peaking just prior (less than 100 milliseconds) to
the movement onset. Solutions given by LORETA to MP
peak voltage, MP average voltage and MP factor scores
will be compared.

Methods

Subjects and Procedure

Twenty-five students from the Universidad
Autónoma de Madrid took part in this experiment. These
25 subjects (11 women) were aged between 18 and 46
years (mean 25.04; standard deviation 5.67). They took
part voluntarily in the experiment and provided their in-
formed consent to participate in it.

As just explained, the experimental task was very
simple, and its scope was to evoke exclusively (or at least
mainly) an MP. Subjects were instructed to press a button
with their right hand at "an approximate rhythm of one
press every two seconds". An eight-press practice was
performed in order to facilitate the achievement of this
rhythm. This practice was repeated if necessary and, if
not, the experimental phase began. In the experimental
phase, ERPs in response to button presses were recorded.
When 40 button presses were produced and recorded,
subjects were informed that the task had finished. Eyes
were maintained open in order to diminish alpha
electroencephalographic activity, one of the most promi-
nent noises for ERP recordings. Subjects were instructed
to look continuously to a fixed point in front of them and
to avoid blinking as much as possible.
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Recording

Electroencephalographic (EEG) data were recorded
using an electrode cap (ElectroCap International) with
tin electrodes. Electrodes corresponded to the following
scalp locations: Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC6, T7,
C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, POz, O1, and
O2. All scalp electrodes were referenced to nose tip.
Electrooculographic (EOG) data were recorded supra-
and infraorbitally (vertical EOG) and from the left versus
right orbital rim (horizontal EOG). Electrode imped-
ances were always kept below 5 Kohms. A bandpass fil-
ter of 0.3 to 40 Hz was employed. The channels were
continuously digitizing data at a sampling rate of 300 Hz
during the complete recording session. The continuous
recording was divided into 600 millisecond epochs for
each trial, beginning 200 milliseconds before button
press onset. A visual inspection was also carried out, ep-
ochs with eye movements or blinks being deleted.

Results
Figure 1 shows vertex (Cz) grand average, which

corresponds to central scalp, where the MP is clearly visi-
ble. As usual, MP is negative, maximal at central sites
and it begins just before motor action.

Detection and Quantification of MP

Firstly, MP was quantified through its peak voltage:
the most negative voltage value between –50 ms (i.e., 50
milliseconds before the button press onset) and +33.3 ms
was detected for all subjects. Secondly, MP average volt-

age was computed: the mean amplitude in the –33.3 to
+16.7 ms window was calculated for all subjects.

Thirdly, components explaining most ERP variance
were detected and quantified through a covariance-
matrix-based temporal principal component analysis
(PCA). As indicated in the Introduction, this technique has
been repeatedly recommended for these tasks, since the ex-
clusive use of traditional visual inspection of grand aver-
ages and voltage computation may lead to several types of
misinterpretation. The decision on the number of compo-
nents to select was based on the scree test (e.g., Cliff 1987).
Extracted components were submitted to varimax rotation.
Following this selection criterion, four components or fac-
tors were extracted from ERPs. Temporal (figure 2) and
spatial (figure 3) characteristics associate Factor 3 to the
wave labelled as MP in grand averages. This label will be
employed hereafter to make results easier to understand.

Source Localization Analyses

The next step was to three dimensionally localize the
cerebral regions that are responsible for the MP. As indi-
cated, the low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomog-
raphy (LORETA) was applied. LORETA is a 3D, discrete
l inear solution for the EEG inverse problem
(Pascual-Marqui 1999; Pascual-Marqui et al. 1994).
Though in general solutions provided by EEG-based
source-localization algorithms should be interpreted
with caution due to their potential error margins,
LORETA solutions have shown significant correspon-
dence with those provided by functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging in the same tasks (Vitacco et al. 2002). In
its current version, LORETA refers to a three-shell spher-
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Figure 1. Grand average at Cz, where motor potential
(MP) is clearly visible (n=25). Vertical axis is located in the
moment of button press onset. Figure 2. PCA: Factor loadings after Varimax rotation. Fac-

tor 3, which is associated with MP, is drawn in black.
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Figure 3 (Top). Scalp maps, after averaging values for MP factor scores (n=25). A=anterior, P=posterior, L=left, R=right.
Figure 4 (Bottom). Images of neural activity computed with LORETA for MP peak voltage, MP mean voltage, and MP factor
scores (n=25). Intensity scale is exactly the same in the three cases (linearity=30). The main focuses are represented
through three orthogonal brain views in Talairach space, sliced through the region of the maximum activity. Left slice: ax-
ial, seen from above, nose up; center slice: saggital, seen from the left; right slice: coronal, seen from the rear. Talairach co-
ordinates: x from left (L) to right (R); y from posterior (P) to anterior (A); z from inferior to superior.



ical model registered to the Talairach human brain atlas
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The solution is given,
therefore, in three coordinates: "x" is the distance in milli-
meters to the right (+) or left (-) of midline, "y" is the dis-
tance anterior (+) or posterior (-) to the anterior
commissure, and "z" is the distance above (+) or below (-)
a horizontal plane through the anterior and posterior
commissures.

Thus, LORETA solutions were calculated on: a) MP
peak voltage, b) MP average voltage, and c) MP factor
scores. As may be appreciated in figure 4 and table I, the
main focus is the same in the three cases: the dorsal/me-
dial part of BA6, which corresponds to the left motor cor-
tex, concretely to the supplementary motor area (SMA).
SMA, which has its own somatotopic organization and
intervenes in the planification of movements (e.g., Mar-
tin 2003), has been resported to be in the origin of move-
ment-preceding ERP components (including MP): Lang
et al. (1991), Jankelowitz and Colebatch (2002), Kunieda
et al. (2004), Zimine et al. (2002). The secondary foci are
all located out of motor-related areas of the brain, and are
clearly variable or random from one method to another,
so they must be considered as noisy foci (see table I).

Importantly, as may be seen in figures 4 and 5, the
salience of the main focus with respect to secondary foci
(due to the nature of the task, that should be maximal), is
different in each of the three methods. This salience has
been calculated on LORETA values, a mathematical
value for each focus that reflects its strength or intensity.
Concretely, the (LVf1/meanLVf>1) ratio has been com-
puted, where LV= LORETA value, f1= main focus, f>1=
secondary foci. A ratio of 1 means that there is not any
difference in the intensity (or LORETA value) of focus 1

with respect to the average intensity of secondary foci.
As may be seen, the highest salience of the main focus is
produced in factor score-based LORETA.

Discussion
Our present findings suggest that even when grand

averages do not hide or alter the component under study
(produced in a very simple, low-processing demanding
task), as in the present experiment, basing source localiza-
tion on factor scores is an advisable strategy. As already
indicated, in situations where PCA takes its maximum
advantage, such as those in which direct voltages are hid-
ing or altering a component in individual ERPs and/or in
grand averages, the advisability of using factor scores in
source localization analyses should obviously increase.
However, this advantage of factor-score-based source lo-
calization is not obvious at first sight. Thus, our first find-
ing is that at least in simple tasks that do not require the
involvement of multiple and complex neural systems,
voltage-based and factor score-based source localization
analyses provide the same main focus, so any of them is
valid if the scope of the research is simply to detect the
principal source of activity.

Secondly, though it was not among present study’s
scopes, our results support the reliability of the LORETA
algorithm, since it provides, in all the three methodologi-
cal alternatives (peak voltage, average voltage and factor
scores) the correct solution (left SMA, as explained in Re-
sults section). In relation to this, it is interesting to indicate
that these correct solutions have been provided through a
24-channel recording. In other words, present results sug-
gest that large-density arrays (e.g., 128 channels) are prob-
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Table I. Main MP foci according to peak voltage-, mean voltage-, and factor score-based LORETAs (BA=Brodmann
Area). Secondary or noisy foci are also shown. Talairach coordinates: x from left to right, y from posterior to anterior, z from
inferior to superior.

Talairach x, y, z and Anatomical location

Main Focus 2nd Focus 3rd Focus 4th Focus 5th Focus

Peak voltage- -3, -11, 64 4, -74, 8 -52, -67, -6 -3, 52, 1 53, -46, -20

based Dorsal/Medial BA6 BA23/BA31 BA19/BA37 BA10/BA32 BA37

Mean voltage- -3, -11, 57 -3, -32, 50 60, -32, -6 -52, -67, 1 4, 45, 15

based Dorsal/Medial BA6 BA5/BA31 BA21 BA37 BA9/BA10

Factor score- -3, -11, 57 -3, -32, 50 53, -60, 29 39, -53, 50 -45, -67, 15

based Dorsal/Medial BA6 BA5/BA31 BA39 BA40 BA39



ably unnecessary to reach reliable solutions to the inverse
problem, at least with non-complex neural processes.

The third and main finding is that, if all the elements
of the solutions provided by source localization algorithms
are taken into account, the use of factor scores in source lo-
calization analyses provided the best result. Indeed, this

methodology better informed on the fact that the exclusive
source of activity for MP was motor cortex than volt-
age-based analyses: this motor cortex focus is "cleaner"
(i.e., more salient or distinguishable from other secondary
sources) in factor-score based than in voltage-based analy-
ses. In this same sense and at least in the present proce-
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Figure 5. Salience of the main focus with respect to secondary foci (top: only the first two secondary foci are taken into ac-
count, bottom: four secondary foci are taken into account).



dural conditions, data do not show a clear advantage in
using mean voltage-based source-localization analyses
over using peak voltage-based analyses. It is probable,
however, that peak voltage-based analyses lose their reli-
ability, at least partially, in noisy ERP recordings. In other
words, the hierarchy of reliability followed the pattern fac-
tor scores > (mean amplitude = peak amplitude).

Moreover, factor scores may be submitted to spatial
PCA (sPCA), a procedure that yields precise and reliable
information on the scalp distribution of ERP compo-
nents, and whose convergence with inverse problem so-
lutions could constitute a valuable tool to assess their
validity (see Spencer et al. 1999; Carretié et al. 2003). Our
conclusion is therefore, that it is advisable to carry out
source localization analyses on factor scores, at least
when a complete description of implied foci is pursued.
Indeed, according to present data, these solutions better
distinguish between sources linked to the neural process
of interest and noisy sources due to other processes.
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